
Name: ____________________________________    
 
 
 
 
 
Write noun or not a noun in the blanks next to the words that are nouns and not nouns 
correctly.  
 
 
1.  small ________________  7.  snowfall  ________________  
 
2.  duck ________________  8.   sing  ________________  
 
3.  biscuit ________________  9.   water  ________________  
 
4.  zombie ________________  10. dance  ________________  
 
5.  table ________________  11. stare  ________________  
 
6.  stand ________________  12. colony  ________________  
 
 
Decide whether a noun is singular or plural next to the noun. 

Singular Noun refers to one person, place or thing. 

Plural Noun refers to more than one person, place or thing. 

 
13. ice cubes  ________________  20. lice  ________________  
 
14. women  ________________  21. teeth ________________  
 
15. foot  ________________  22. hen ________________  
 
16. toes  ________________  23. people ________________  
 
17. men  ________________  24. snake ________________  
 
18. woman  ________________  25. wives ________________  
 
19. bull  ________________  26. house ________________ 
   
 

Noun Review 



           
 
 
 
 
 
Circle the nouns in the sentences below. 
 
 

27. The girl washed her hands with water. 

28. Sara was thinking about her little sister Sue. 

29. Jennifer threw her pencil and tore the drawing paper. 

30. Andy eats pasta for lunch. 

31. Mandy washed the bathroom floor. 

32. Zoe was outside playing hit the ball. 

33. The window on the attic is broken. 

34. Nick heard a big bang outside main door. 

35. Can I play with the puppy? 

36. The flock of geese honked as it flew through the air. 
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    ANSWER KEY 

 
 
 
Write noun or not a noun in the blanks next to the words that are nouns and not nouns 
correctly.  
 
 
1.  small not a noun   7.  snowfall  noun  
 
2.  duck noun    8.   sing  not a noun 
 
3.  biscuit noun    9.   water  noun  
 
4.  zombie noun    10. dance  not a noun 
 
5.  table noun    11. stare  not a noun 
 
6.  stand not a noun   12. colony  noun 
 
 
Decide whether a noun is singular or plural next to the noun. 

Singular Noun refers to one person, place or thing. 

Plural Noun refers to more than one person, place or thing. 

 
13. ice cubes  plural    20. lice  plural   
 
14. women  plural    21. teeth plural   
 
15. foot  singular    22. hen singular  
 
16. toes  plural    23. people plural   
 
17. men  plural    24. snake singular  
 
18. woman  singular    25. wives plural   
 
19. bull  singular   26. house singular  
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     ANSWER KEY      
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
Circle the nouns in the sentences below. 
 
 

27. The   girl  washed her  hands  with  water. 

28. Sara   was thinking about her little sister   Sue. 

29. Jennifer   threw her   pencil   and tore the   drawing paper. 

30. Andy   eats   pasta   for lunch. 

31. Mandy   washed the   bathroom floor. 

32. Zoe   was outside playing hit the   ball. 

33. The   window   on the   attic   is broken. 

34. Nick   heard a big bang outside   main door. 

35. Can I play with the   puppy? 

36. The   flock   of   geese   honked as it flew through the   air. 
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